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BREATHTAKING
Check out Pulse to
see how hookah brings
students together,
builds community
around the smoke
See Page 8
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« Manuel Yang

Cartwright focuses on coherency,
expansion and development
In her State of the University
address, Cartwright
outlines plans for the future
By Alissa Widman
Reporter

Shooting Off ^team
New informal group combines creative efforts.' allows members to relax
By D Irr.i Jackion
Reporter

Anew group on campus gives students
a way to relieve stress, have a good
time and simply be themselves.
■ The SOS Brigade, formed in late
August, is a group of people with similar interests, although it accepts anyone who wants to
join. There is no fonnal membership, but there
are about 30 to 40 active members.
The group allows students to "cut loose and
relax" through different workshops such as acting or creative writing
"The idea of the group was to get people to
come together and create art," said Manuel
Yang, part-time instructor in the history
department.
"The group allows people to combine creative efforts and grow from each other's ideas
and creativity," senior loe Mielke said.
Group members, who knew each other
from a iapanese history class, decided to form
SOS to provide a place for people in Bowling
Green and Toledo to come together and be
productive.
"I look forward to SOS because 1 can let off
steam from a long day or week," Mielke said.
"We laugh and play. V* all get along, so, we
See SOS | Page 2

As the University enters its second
century facing state budget cuts of
S8..1 million, it is embracing this new
reality through its planning process
and is striving to not just survive, but
to thrive, University President Carol
Cartwright said in her State of the
University address yesterday.
"Together we have set our prioritics," Cartwright said. "That provides
the glue that keeps us together and
ensures that our performance is
focused."
Changes within the University are
impendingand currently being implemented through seven strategic priorities and the University's "Charting
our Future" plan, Cartwright said.
The top priority is creating a coherent undergraduate learning experience that integrates curricular and
co-curricular programs, she said. The

Kimberly Westmcyer. senior, said
she thinks these priorities, especially
the first, will get students interested.
"It's interesting to see what changes
are in store for our centennial year,"
she said. "The ideas for changing the
undergraduate student experience
are great. I heard a lot were coming."
The recent acceptance and finalization of the University's Centers for
Excellence program this past year is
another University milestone to celebrate. Cartwright said. The five centers include 21st Century Educator
CHRISTINA MCGINHIS 'HFBGNEWS
Preparation, Sustainability and the
SPEECH: University President Carol Cartwright
Environment, the Arts across the
addresses staff, faculty, and students
I.ifespan, Health and Wcllness, and
Developing Effective Businesses and
others include expanding student Organizations.
"The Centers of Excellence will propopulation, pursuing economic development and curricular engagement vide us with opportunities to engage
opportunities, enhancing capabili- the big ideas and issues of the day
ties for research and creative achieve- and will drive our investments for the
ments, realigning resources to sup- future. Each center represents not only
port institutional priorities, attracting an area where we have already demnew faculty and staff, and increasing onstrated academic leadership, but
also an area where we can contribute
diversity.
Cartwright said she is confident to the rapidly changing demands of
the University's strategy will take the
See UNIVERSITY | Page 10
University to new and higher levels of
excellence.

University discusses organic
addition to recycling
By Austin Arnold

"It's not impossible,

Reporter

Throughout campus, students are
provided with bins to put cans, plastic
bottles and newspapers in, as pan of
the University's recycling program. But
imagine separate bins for discarded and
unused food to be used for organic recycling
Recently, the Sentinel-Tribune ran a
story on the village of Luckey implementing an organic recycling program.
Organic recycling is the process of compiling unwanted food, plant and yard
material, to be used for composting.
Some students and community members might be wondering whether or
not the University could get involved in

but it would take a

a program like this.
Ken Rieman. the director of solid
waste of Wood County, said the village
of Luckey has been able to start this program because of its smaller size.
"When you only have 100 houseSee RECYCLE | Page 2

FORT COLLINS. Colo (AP)- A 6-year-old boy was
found hioWx) m a cardboard box in he family s garage
attic Thursday after being feared aboard a homemade helium balloon that hurtled 50 miles through
the sky on Irve television
The discovery marked a bizarre end to a saga that
started when the grant silvery balloon floated away
from the family's yard Thursday morning, sparking
a frantic rescue operation that involved military helicopters and briefly shut down Denver International
Airport.
But Sheriff Jim Alderden turned to reporters
during a news conference and gave a thumbs up
and said 6-year-old Fakon Heene is at the house"
'Apparently he's been there the whole time." he said.

IMF RG1E1VS

CHECK IT OUT: Senior Public Relations majors Q»issy Madison and Daniel Martin watch an online live stream as homemade balloon supposedly carrying 6-year old Falcon
Heene lands in Colorado After the batoon landed, it was clarified Heene was not in the balloon. Martin questioned how a situation like this could have happened in the fust place

FORUM

A new way to do an old craft

The most meaningful holiday

An expiimental, yet-to-be named technology

In our staff editorial, we question the validity of

will soon allow student artists in the

Sweetest Day. which is on Saturday, and sug-

ceramics department to print 3-D ceramic

gest a new holiday to celebrate if holidays with

objects | Pag* J

little meaning insist on continuing | Pag* 4
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University could change
faculty parking policy
By Ashley Wonkovich
Reporter

everyone..."
Amy Hoops | University Dining Services

Boy said to have floated off
in balloon found safe

ALAIN» BUZAS

Faculty may
ave to pay
for parking

commitment from

NATION
BRIEF

CAMPUS

www.bqviews.com

The boy's father. Richard Heeney. said the family
was tinkering with the balloon Thursday and that he
scolded Falcon for getting inside a compartment
on the craft He said Fakons brother had seen him
■side the compartment before it took off and that's
why they thought he was in there when it launched

SPORTS
A fine day for a day game
As the Falcons prepare for their first noon game
against Ball State University, as
the Cardinals look to win their first
game of the season | Pag* 5

Eventually, University staff and faculty may have to start paying to park
on campus.
The Parking Committee appointed by Parking Services is addressing
issues concerning the conditions of
parking lots on campus. The money
from the fee would be used to compensate for repairs and changes
needed within the parking lots and
transportation. Other solutions
besides the fee are being considered,
but the committee is recommending
that staff and faculty pay the same
$100 fee the students pay. Since this
is an auxiliary operation, it cannot
be funded from state dollars and
must come from other means.
Bryan Benner, associate vice
president for Administration at the
University, said many repairs have to
be done to the University staff parking lots, but this will take effect no
earlier than next year.
"Nothing is going to change this
year." Benner said, "The Parking
Committeeis recommending it but it
has not necessarily been approved."
Some of the repairs that need
to take place are camera security
improvements, and the placement
of signs, which help visitors and
families of students know where to
go and where they are able to park
their cars. The fee will also be used
to pay off the S2.4 million worth
of deferred payments parking and
transportation owes.
But some faculty and staff are
against the idea of the fee.
"It's a little bit silly that our pay
See PARKING | Page 10

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What holiday would you create?
KENNETH WARREN
Senior. Scientific and Technical Communication
"Sex Day, where people talk only

about sex." | Pag* 4
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BLOTTER

514k new jobless
claims; inflation
remains muted

WEDNESDAY,
OCT. 14
12:35 AM
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1:41A.M.
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I within the 500th block of

By Christopcr S. Rug.ibcr
The Associated Press

1:53 A.M.
i ^tloreti. 19. of Uniontown.
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: Green; Robert Rhoades.
f Xenia Ohio, and Nathan
1
• 19. of North Canton.
ere warned for disorderly
■ it \uoBell.
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11:24 A.M.
>i ' reported his wallet was
il the Wood County Public

s ipen mr<' right every Thursday

SOS
From Page I

12:50 PM.
int reported unknown
C .llifornia charged two
her credit card.

relate to each other."
"You dci something new every
day" senior Catherine Kennedy
siid. "Its so amazing."
Whatever comes to mind, the
group runs with it. It cau lx' acting, reciting poems or "exorcising
demons."
"1 just think it's kind of fun
because you get to do all kinds of
lliings with people who are inter
ested in the same kinds of stuff."
senior Brandon lett said.
Hut while the members have a
good time when they get together,
the group has raced some difficulties in establishing itself.
"Wearenotalomudgroupasof
right now," Yang said. "\Vc haven't
heard anything from the Office of
Campus Activities yet"
The OCA gives the approved of
what is a student organization
and what is not.
The group is still in a stage of
self-discoveries. The members
don't know if the group can sustain itself as a formal part of the
University's establishment Yang

5:22 PM.
int reported unknown
/ersedS charged his
■

10 09 P.M.
. Ii. 29. of Weston. Ohio.
d Foi criminal damage within
00th block of Clough St

THURSDAY,
OCT. 15
125 A.M.
uter. 21, of Bowling Green.
ted for disorderly conduct
urination within the 700th
■ >1 Napoleon Road.
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SHARING A SONG: •'• •• vmbei of the SOS Brigade uses his turn at the mic in the Union last night to sing The brigade participates dur-

ONLINE: Go to bgviews.com for the
complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY

-.lit I

ml to correct all factual errors.
•Mink an error has been made.
call The BG News at 419-572-6966.

RECYCLE
From Page 1

Your Events
With BG Views Events you can let
all of Bowling Green know about

holds or so involved, then it is
much easier to monitor." he said.
"It's a lot harder on a big scale
because the workers handling
the recycled material have to
make sure that nothing is mixed
in that can contaminate the

environment"

your upcoming events for free!
Compatable with Facebook. Tinner. iCdl.
Goog/e Calendei. and many more! New
features are easy and fun to use

eventful
- II 1 L «
online ltd post your event 6

BGVfews

There are also a couple of big
concerns with the University
jumping into a program such as
organic recycling, Kieman said.
"The fust issue is having a place
to put the compost.There is only
one certified site in WtKxl County
tor this and die University's output would lx' too much," he said.
"Hie other issue is that compliance is needed by everyone at
the University, especially the
students. If plastic spoons and
forks end up with food scraps.

SOS also suffers from a lack
of funds and time like any other
group, members said.
The group is self-funded, senior
Steven lynch said.
lynch also said being undergrads with part-time jobs.
involved in other organizations
and trying to enjoy life make it
difficult to devote enough time
to SOS.
Nevertheless, the group stiil
finds time to participate in different activities like open mic on
Tuesdays and 'fhursdays at the
Collingvvood Art (tenter in Toledo
and the Union respectively. I'eople
read poems they have written or
stories that interest them
I ast week, the Toledo free Press
interviewed S( )S during open mic
night at the Art Center. The host,
lolin Dnrsey. is also a journalist for
the Toledo Ree Press and decided
to Interview the group, Yang said.
"We didn't even try |to get the
iiitcrvicw|."Yangsaid.
"We're waiting on our New York
limes Interview now," he said,
laughing.
The gn>upla|>cs every o|X'ii mic
session and posts it on VfouTube
for exposure, but has not been
successful.

"To lx? honest, 1 don't think
our lame has reached the kind of
critical masses we wished |for|,"
Yang said. "At most, we get like I(K)
hits and that's mostly from us just
watching it over and over again."
Besides YouT'ube. the group
relies on the word of mouth to
attract people. SOS tried promoting itself once to attract
new members, but never again
because they "got yelled at."
Senior Matthew T. McHenry
said during the Black Swamp Arts
Festival, a few members made
posters and passed out fliers.
Someone accused diem of soliciting and argued they couldn't do
that be said. Then a lady yelled at
them because she misinterpreted
their fliers.
As for future goals. SOS is not
necessarily looking to exist in five
years or leave a lasting legacy,
lynch said the group is meant for
this peritxl in lime, to tease each
other, test each other's boundaries, and have a good time.
It's more important for the
group to enjoy each other now,
he said.
For more information on how
to get involved, contact the SOS
Brigade at bgstisosrji'gmail.com.

then the whole system could he would really haw to sit down and
talk about what practical and regujeopardized."
Amy 1 ltx)|>s is in charge of pur- latory hoops the University would
IKIVXMO jump dirough to implement
chasing food and supplies for the
University's dining services. She an organic recycling program," he
said. "And, a tat of student support
said that she would welcome an
organic reading program if it would be needed as well."
came to campus.
If the University were to impleTin an advocate of the idea," ment a system such as the village
she said. "It's frustrating to have to of I uckey has, I lennessy said startthrow out all tilis food on a daily ing off with a small sample might
basis, just for it to go to waste at a lx- a gtxxl idea
"I would suggest implementlandfill."
But even thoughsn(' would like ing a program such as this is one
dining center and then use that
HI see an organic recycling system
in place, Hoops said a collective dining center its a pilot," he said.
"Start with a small area first to see
effort would be needed.
"It's not impossible, but it would if it's successful, then, expand if it
tiike;tcommitment from everyone, works."
Hicman said it might be benefinot just the dining services," she
cial to wait and sec the results from
said. "The students would have to
cooperate and the grounds depart- the system in place at Itickey.
"TTie lackey program is a good
ment would have to be involved
to transport recycled material off start," he said. "We'll have to see if
campus So. it would have to lx- a it's affordable and economical, and
then work from there."
cycle to work."
The idea of organic recycling at
University
Sustainahility
Coordinator Nick Ilcnncssy said the University should not be ruled
he believes a large commitment out entirely, Henncssy said.
"TlK'University is movirigina very
by the I Jniversity would have to be
green and sustainable direction," he
made as well.
"A number of gn lups on campus said. "So, anything is possible"

■fickle &#l(eru

WASHINGTON — New jobless claims dropped to the
lowest level since ianuary and
the prices of many household
goods stayed low last month,
positive signs of stability for
the fledgling economic recovery.
The decline in jobless claims
shows companies arc cutting
fewer workers, though the
drop isn't yet steep enough to
signal new hiring, economists
said. And the low level of inflation is holding down prices as
Americans slowly regain their
appetite to shop despite rising unemployment and tight
credit conditions.
The Labor Department said
Thursday that first-timeclaims
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looking for a campus organization that

STANDS OUT?
The BG News
is now looking for reporters, copy
editors, photographers, videographers, columnists and cartoonists.
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thenews@bgnews.com, call us at
419-372-6966 or just swing by our
newsroom in 210 West Hall.
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See JOBS | Page 10

BUILD YOUR RESUME
GET REAL WORLD EXPERIENCE
SEE YOUR WORK PUBLISHED DAILY

TAROT CARD READINGS

At the Woodland
Mall across from the
movie theatres.

for jobless benefits dropped to
a seasonally-adjusted 514,000
from an upwardly revised
524,000 the previous week.
The fifth decline in six weeks
was below Wall Street economists' forecasts, according to
Thomson Reuters.
The four-week average,
which smooths fluctuations,
fell for the sixth straight time
to 531,500. That's the lowest since ianuary and about
125,000 below the peak
reached in early April.
F.conomists closely watch
initial claims, which are considered a measure of layoffs
and the willingness of companies to add jobs.
"Claims arc not yet low
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Oct 17 and 18

Saturday 17* - 1 PM $25 w/rebuys
6 PM $50 w/rebuys
Sunday 18th - 2 PM $75 no rebuys
Held at the Fraternal Order of Police lodge
located on the Wood County Fairgrounds at
13800 W Poe, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
Follow posted signs from entrance.
CASH TABLES OPEN AT 11AM EACH DAY
FOOD AND DRINKS AVAILABLE
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Credit cards am monetary
sources for some students.
Most students- /t>" „ of males
and 75% of females-have
between one and three
credit cards.
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Historical Museum
gives haunted tours
for Halloween season
By Anthony Phillips
Reporter

CLAY CLUB: A variety of pieces ae set aside once the modified rapid prototyping printer finished creating the objects from a digital computer file

New technology
changes ceramics
department outlook
By Tim Maid*
Reporter

MNHULL ; THEBGWWS
CERAMICS: Senior Meredith Gehres works on what
vnH become a leg for one of her life-sized human models.
Gehres takes anywhere from two weeks to a month for a
single person.

■•-.,««
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THROWING THE CLAY: Senror Jeremy Andersen
throws a chunk of clav into what will become a decorative
serving platter. Although pieces of this sue can be functional. Andersen says some end up as pure art "I always
give stuff to my mom." said Andersen, 'and she hangs it

iTic Ceramics ixpartiiii'iit has developed
technology that can change bow ceramics
are created.
The technology, which has yet to be
named, allows the user to create a digital
file and convert that to an actual, threedimensional finished product. The original
technology was a rapid prototyping printer,
which has been adjusted to print ceramic
objects.
Senior Greg Pugh works with the technology. He is the only student who knows
how to use it, and said there are numerous inline applications, including filtration
systems, biomedical, bone graphing, stone
and brick and the tile industry.
"Anything that can be broken down into
a particle can lie printed," he said.
The technology is the idea of Conner
University digital arts graduate student
Sebasdon Dion. He approached Professor
John Balistreri with the idea. They got a
grant to try it, and it has been a success.
Balistreri is the leading researcher on
the printer, and currently has two patents
pending relating to the technology. The
first is Cor clay powder and binder. The clay
powder is a special mixture oC different
types oCclay Cor the printer, and the binder
is a special formulation that makes the clay
stick together in the machine. The second
patent is Cor a compression plate, which
presses the clay together in the machine.
The University is the first to develop
this technology, and while other schools
are beginning to use the technology, the

University is the most advanced
Sophomore Andrew I lolman is currently
training to use the machine. I le said once
the technology becomes more widely used,

it will benefit the ceramics department
"It's going to look good Cor die Clay Club
and ceramics studio when this technology
gets bigger and more used," he said.
Senior Julie Storch said the technology
seems great, but it can hurt the experience
of creating an.
"I think it's a cool advancement of technology but it can take away from hands-on
learning for students" she said.
The technology is still experimental, but
the University is in negotiations with the
Z Corporation to get the product licensed
and become the sole distributor of the

ceramic printing product

How the
.
process works:
■ Make a digital file using Maya,
a computer program, similar
to how they make Pixar films
■ Export file into printing program
■ Ceramic materials are placed
in one box and are transferred
by the printing program to
form a 3-D ceramic object
■ The materials are binded
together by a highly modified
printer with a ceramic-specific
glue

■ It takes about an hour

all up on the wall'

"People still say
they see [ghost

folklore tours at the Wood County
Historical Museum tell of ghosts
olid dark figures.
The historical society is hosting
tours on Friday nights to share
some of the stories they have
heard about strange noises and
sights around the buildings and on
the grounds.
Some of the stories people may
hear about when they attend
include the hill ofTerror and Agnes
the friendly ghost.
Beth Fuilcr. who has been a volunteer tour guide with her daughter Freshman Caitlyn Fuller for
two years, said her favorite story is
about Agnes.
Beth said some people have
said they have seen Agnes walking
around, smiling and even talking
to them. She said Agnes has even
been seen dressed up in her finest
dress to attend the museum's tea
parties.
" People still say they see her walking down the hallway." Belli said.
Beth and Caitlyn talk about
Agnes as well as stories about die
I rinatic Asylum, which can be seen
from the left side of the infirmary.
Caidyn said diere have been
reports of visitors seeing people in
the asylum.
"Many people report seeing
people on die second floor, but
the stairs are condemned," Caitlyn
said. There are no supports to hold
up the stairs.
However, none of these stories
are documented facts.
Bedi said all of the folklore
comes from oral accounts of people's experience
Kelli Kling, die marketing public relations and special events
coordinator of die Wood County
Museum, said all of their information comes from die visitors.
"People come in all die time
and just tell us stories," Kling said.
"When you hear 10 people tell you
the same story you tend to take
notice."
Beth said a lot of times people
will come in for the tour and end
up telling stories about their experiences when they were a kid or
their parents' experiences while
working at the infirmary.
Kling said none of die stories
are published, but they haw written diem down so tour guides can
learn them.
"We try to stress diese are folklore
tales," (ding said. But she said it is a

Agnes] walking
down the hallway."
Beth Fuller | Volunteer
good way to get people to come in
and learn about what was done in
the infirmary.
The only documented story talked about in die tour is the murder
of Maty Bach, whose fingers are
displayed in the museum along
with the murder weapon and brief
descriptions.
Beth Fuller said she always has
to lessen how bad die story is
because children attend the tours.
"I once had a child cry alter I told
the story," Beth Fuller said.
Kling said people seem to gravitate towards old places like die
historical museum because a lot
of had things happened here. She
said people naturally thin it is
haunted.
The tours began three yean ago
because of another event hosted
annually in October.
Kling said the tours came out
of the Halloween Folklore and
Funfest event. Originally, the tours
were solely part of the Funfest
but were smaller than the current
Friday Folklore Tours.
"It started because at the
Halloween folklore and Funfest
we were doing these condensed
folklore tours and they were so
wildly popular we decided to start
doing them on Friday nights to
accommodate more people,"
Kling said.
Kling said another reason
they moved them to Fridays was
because the group sizes were too
big
"We would be giving tours to
groups of like 30 people after the
event was over, just trying to get
as many people in as we could,"
Kling said.
Kling said they are now on
their third year hosting the Friday
night tours and they still draw in
a crowd. She said because of this
they charge a S10 fee for admission
to keep the amount of visitors per
group down.
In addition, Kling said people
also need to register in advance by
calling die museum.
The historical society hosts
the tours at 7 p.m. and 8 p.m. on
Fridays.

THE MIDAMERICAN CENTER FOR CONTEMPORARY MUSIC PRESENTS
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THE 30TH ANNUAL NEW MUSIC FESTIVAL
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COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS - BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
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22-24, 2009
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THREE DAYS OF CONCERTS, LECTURES AND PRESENTATIONS
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CELEBRATING THE BEST IN CONTEMPORARY CLASSICAL MUSIC.
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10.22
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WOOD COUNTY DISTRICT PUBLIC LIBRARY
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8:00 P.M. - KOBACKER HALL <$)
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PRESENTATIONS: TKE MUSIC OP STEVEN STUCKY
800 P.M. - KOBACKER HALL

SATURDAY

1
4 9
6 5

8
GUEST COMPOSER
PULITZER PRIZE WINNER
STEVEN STUCKY

BRYAN RECITAL HALL

CONCERT 2 - CHAMBER MUSIC
2.30 P.M. - KOBACKER HALL
CONCERT 3 - ELECTROACOUSTIC

7
6 2

6
1

BRYAN RECITAL HALL

COMPOSER TALK: STEVEN STUOKY

1
3

the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
GUEST PERFORMERS
THE INTERNATIONAL
CONTEMPORARV ENSEMBLE

PRE-CONCERT TALK
8:00 P.M. - KOBACKER HALL ($)
CONCERT 7 - NEW MUSIC ENSEMBLE AND
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Creatt and solve vow
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

MOST EVENTS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.
FOR COMPLETE SCHEDULE AND MORE INFORMATION VISIT

HTTP://FESTIVAL.BGSU.EDU
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It's interesting to see what changes are in store."
- Kimberly Westmeyer, senior,
on University President Carol Cartwright s State of the University address [see story, pg. 1].
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What holiday would you create, and how would you celebrate it?

"National Vacation

"Chaos Day, on which

"Music History Day,

"Drug Day, on which

Day. on which

you fight everybody."

on which people talk

all drugs are

everybody has the

about their favorite

legalized."

day off.

music-

k

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion lor

SHAWN scon.

CHRISTINA
STEMBRIDGE.
Sophomore. Math Ed

Freshman,
Undecided
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them keep popping up, it also becomes
difficult to draw the line between the

M

thoughtful and the downright ridiculous."
the number of enemies you can
make peace with, buying dozens
of I-'rostys could gel pricey. So,
make amends wisely.
Now. while Dave Thomas'
"Make Peace Day" is a bit of an
outlandish holiday, you can sec
the point. Who decides where to
draw the line?
People should focus their
time, energy and hard-earned
money on real holidays with
meaning behind them. Celebrate
Kwanzaa, Christmas, llanukkah,
Thanksgiving, the Fourth of luly
or even Valentine's Day with
loved ones. There are plenty of
other worthy celebrations as
well.
Sweetest Day was created
by the few to make a profit off
the spending of the many. Even
though meaningful holidays
have also become profit-maximizers, customers can at least
have peace of mind knowing it is
in fact a real holiday.
So consider spending Sweetest
Day doing what you already do:
enjoying the company of others
in whatever means you prefer,
perhaps stopping by your favorite fast food chain.
Ihis nli[minidoes not ivjlect the
view of the entire staff.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
How many of you have felt the
impact of the majority of the auto
industry being taken overseas?
Whether it was a person In your
family who was left unemployed,
a family friend who had to seek
employment in a different location or a local company restructuring its goals, you may have
been impacted by the cheaper
manufacturing available in
other countries. This is exactly
what the future holds for Ohio,
and ultimately American agriculture, without the implementation of the Ohio Livestock Care
Standards Board and a yes vote
on Issue 2 Nov. 3.
I low is this issue even comparable to the auto industry? Producers
will be forced out of business by
extreme changes in production
that arc unrealistic for safe, efficient and affordable production of
livestock in our country.
American agriculture provides
the safest, most affordable food
on the planet. The technologies
that allow producers of our food

*«-;2

"When holidays with no meaning behind

the Wendy's fast food chain. It
will lx' the day after IJection Day
because, let's be honest, Election
Day is intense, emotions run high
and many enemies are created by
the outcome. It's Ix-st for everyone
to head oft these potential longstanding rivalries early.
On Dave Thomas Day. people
can make peace with their enemies by purchasing the foe of
their choice a chocolate Frosty
or his or her preferred Wendy's
menu item. Of course, side salads should only be bought for
those who arc fond of them and,
as your enemies, you should
know what foods they like.
Friends close and enemies closer, remember?
And similar to the relationship activities for Valentine's or
Sweetest days, newfound friends
can go to the movies together.
And though finding a movie not
about romance or family may be
tough, "Toy Story", "Harry Potter".
" Milo and Otis" and the TAX and
the I lound" are all solid choices.
Making your enemy a card is
also on the day's list of activities, since finding a greeting card
with enemy-tumed-friend sentiments might prove difficult. And,
to end the evening plan general
friendly hanging out.
Though thete is no limit to

a question? Give us your

ALL THINGS CONSIDERED

Celebrating Sweetest
Day is unnecessary
II Sweetest Day were a book, it
would be fiction.
I he third Saturday in October
has been set aside for Sweetest
Day. And while the supposed
Hallmark holiday is geared
toward those in relationships,
the actual Origin of the holiday
should he called into question
—this is no ordinary holiday.
While many compare this
celebration of love to that of
Valentine's Day. Sweetest Day
was actually created to benefit
the males in couples. I'emale
counterparts were supposed to
pick out cards, candies and other
gifts for the men in their lives.
Doting on significant others is
a tine idea, but when there's no
meaning behind it other than
the commercial meaning, there
is not really a point. Couples
shouldn't need a random day in
October to remember they are
still in relationships. Give and
take should probably already be
a part of that equation.
When holidays with no meaning behind them keep popping
up, it also becomes difficult
to draw the line between the
thoughtful and the downright
ridiculous. Honestly, who hasn't
wondered what it would be like
to conjure up their own holiday?
let's consider dubbing the
firs! Wednesday alter the first
Tuesday after the first Monday
— the day after Election Day
— Dave Ihomas Day, or "Make
Peace Day," if you will. It will be
a day to make |>eace because,
n'ally. no one could ever he angry
With Dave Thomas, founder of

KRISTEN BARKER.
Freshman.
Education

DANIEL WILLIAMS.
Senior.
Journalism

to track, treat for illness and grow If you have not already done
the beef, pork, poultry and sheep so, register to vote and vote
in this country are unprecedent- veson!ssue2!
ed. Should this issue be defeated,
within the next S years the majority of Ohio livestock production
Erin Limes is a senior at
and American-produced food
the University in communicould be grown overseas, without
cations. Respond to her at
strict legislation, safe production
thenewsQPbgnews.com
practices and animal well-being
at the forefront of their everyday
production.
Without the implementation of
a board to govern our state's livestock industry, Ohio agriculture
will be left in the bands of those
with no experience raising livestock and out-of-state extremists
whose ultimate goals are to rid
the United States of safe, efficient
livestock production, due to their
lack of insight into how the industry really operates.
Ohio farmers and livestock
producers are among the elite in
environmental stewardship and
safe.caringproductionofourfood
supply. Keep Ohio agriculture in
the hands of the agriculturalists.

KEITH PAKIZ I THE BG NEWS

Students need to be more
active for issues on campus
"When I went up to students and asked them
about the column [on the free speech zone],
they agreed that the area wasn't fair but
After a recent column I wrote on
the inherent evilness of the "free
speech zone," I was expecting
some sort of response from the
student body. What I got instead
was even more amazing then I
could have thought: absolutely
nothing.
Don't get me wrong, I received
two e-mails from people who
work for the University, both
in support of my position, but
I expected something from at
least one member of the student
body.
Not only were there no comments on the BG Views Web site,
but there was no real reaction
from the campus community
as a whole. When I went up to
students and asked them about
the column, they agreed that the
area wasn't fair but nobody really
seemed interested in helping.
What started out as a noble goal
has turned into utter frustration
due to the general apathy that
surrounds this campus.
According to a woman who
works at the University, with
whom I used work when I was
a reporter, there was a time on
campus when students would
be up in amis if something they

nobody really seemed interested in helping."
felt was unfair was put in place
against them.
Techniques such as demonstrations, sit-ins and petitions
were all effectively used to preserve the rights of the students.
Now, these protests are able to be
disregarded by the administration because it only comes from
a handful of students, so administrators are able to claim most
students are OK with the sanctions imposed upon them.
It is time for the students of this
University to realize that it isn't
enough to bitch in the status bar
of your Facebook account or send
a tweet about how unfair the faculty is treating you. And let me
fill you in on another secret: they
don't care how many members
your group has on Facebook. I
know, it's an earth-shattering revelation to some of you.
It seems that the closest the
student body got to achieving
any goal that was against the
wishes of the administration was
their efforts a couple of years
ago to keep meal plan rollover.
These efforts seemed like they
could have succeeded except that
the efforts were divided among

several different groups who all
had different long-term goals and
refused to work together.
While it might seem revolutionary to stand outside of the
Union and protest, it is actually
far from it. Some of the many
benefits include bringing media
attention to your cause as well as
attracting new members to your
cause who may not have even
known that it existed.
And the other pan of it is that
it isn't always the fault of the students. It also has to do with some
of the coverage die media provides. Media doesn't always cover
the students who are out trying
to make a difference, but more
stories focus on students who arc
out trying to defeat the Toledo
Rockets.
It is a sad cycle, but the only
thing that can really cause change
is for students to force the story to
become them and maybe then,
we can really enact change that
will help us, as students, keep
from being taken advantage of.

Respond to Ryan at
thenews@iygnews.com

CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS AND CARTOONISTS!!!!

Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum section
is looking for more people like you to write columns and
ustrate for us.
Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,

call us at 419-372-6966,

or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews<S»bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!

■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

TOP HEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stones from the
papei and online extras.

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

THE BG NEWS
GINA P0TTH0FF, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

*

SLOGGING

ARCHIVES

Check out the sports
blog for the latest in BG
athletics.

Miss something?
articles and cokirr
since 2000

KATE SHYDER. MANAGING EDITOR
BECKY TENER. CAMPUS EDITOR
ELLA FOWLER. CITY EDITOR
JEFF HOUNSHEL COPY CHIEF
TAYLOR RICHTER.DESIGN EDITOR
ALAINABUZAS, PHOTO EDITOR

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com
Web site: http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

HEATHER UNDER. PULSE EDITOR
HANNAH SPARLING.IN FOCUS EDITOR
ANDY OURIEL, SPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR
ENOCH WU. WEB EDITOR
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS, MULTIMEDIA EDITOR

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
slideshows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
ate generally to be fewer than 300
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area

ANDREW HARNER. SPORTS EDITOR
KYLE SCHMIDUN. FORUM EDITOR

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stones and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.

GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
lor verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsQbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headknes to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG New
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FALCONS VS. CARDINALS

Clawson happy while Falcons ready for first day game of season at Ball State
By Scan Shapiro
Assistant Sports Editor

BG coach Dave Clawson won't
have a normal lunch this
Saturday, and that's not a problem with him.
For the first six weeks of the
season, BG has played in the
late afternoon and evenings,
which has lead to long mornings and lots of free time for
Clawson and his teams they
wait for kickoff.
That will all change tomorrow when opening kickoff at Ball
State is slated for noon.
"I like these games," Clawson
said. "Our routine will move up,
and we've got to adjust to that."

Not only does Clawson enjoy
early kickoffs, he's also faired
well as his record is 8-1 in games
that kickoff before 1 p.m. over
the last five seasons.
However, while Clawson may
have an impressive record in
earlier contests, Ball State won't
care as they'll be looking for
their first win of the season.
One year removed from a 120 regular season, the Cardinals
have now lost eight straight dating back to the Mid-American
Confcrencechampionshipgame
against Buffalo last December.
The 0-6 mark this season is
somewhat deceptive though, as
five of those six losses have come
by ten points or less.

"We look at Ball and they're not
that much different then we arc,"
Clawson said. "A few bounces of
the ball and they're maybe a 5-1
|or| 4-2 football team."
One thing both teams have
in common is a porous defense,
while BG has allowed 31 points a
game, which is 0.7 points worse
than Ball State's 30.3 points
allowed a game.
This defensive futility could
lead to a big day for both offenses, which is a good sign for BG's
senior duo of quarterback Tyler
Sheehan and wide receiver
Freddie Barnes.
See EARLY | Page 6

After instant classic last week, casual fans need to get back into Falcon football
"... I switched thoughts to how the
game was on the road and during an
Ohio State game, so most people will
never know what an amazing game
Last week, the I'alcon football
they missed. The casual fan has no idea
team traveled to Kent State and
ruined Homecoming weekthat they missed an instant classic."
end for the Golden Flashes in
dramatic fashion just as Ohio
University did here, just one what an amazing game they it sounds, it appears as though
week prior.
missed. The casual fan has no coach Dave Clawson could not
In the moments after the idea that they missed an instant have picked a worse time to get
game, I switched thoughts to classic.
the Falcons back on track.
how the game was on the road
Nearly a week later, 1 am still
See COLUMN | Page 6
and during an Ohio State game, running into people who reafso most people will never know firmed that thought. As crazy as

ens soccer
shuffles line up
for weekend

BG netters look to
snap streak at home
By Chrlt Sojka
Reporter

El

Kaitlin

By John Lopai
Reporter

Jackson
Said the team is
not down after 11
straight losses

There is no doubt in coach
Denise Van De Walle's mind that
the volleyball team's struggling
season can be turned around.
"Oh, definitely. Oh, absolutely
we can," she said. "We're still do just that this weekend as
trying to find some pin hitters they host Eastern Michigan and
that can do the job at both pins. Central Michigan at Anderson
We need some pin hitters that Arena.
Eastern Michigan struggled
can consistently put the ball
early in their non-conference
away.
"And we do. The key word there schedule, losing the first eight
is consistency. We have to have matches they played. They've
someone who can put the ball won two of their last five games,
away in crunch time and we've giving them a 3-19 overall record
been relying on (Shari) Luther 12-4, MAC).
When the Eagles have been
and (Emily) Kauth to do that."
The Falcons (7-14, 0-6 MidSee NETTERS I Page 6
American Conference) will hope
to find some pin hitters that can

BYANPIBOO

STRONG: The Falcon goaltending job is up lor grabs in a battle between Andrew Hammond and Nick Eno.

Strong goaltending expected for hockey
By Paul Barmy
Reporter

game sweep by Minnesota
State-Mankato, coach Dennis
Williams stressed the imporA team realizes there are certain tance of power plays and being
aspects of their game that need able to convert with the extra
to be worked on when coming man.
off a loss.
Today the Falcons (0-2-0)
After last weekend's two- will get a chance to show just

that when they take on the
U.S. Under-18 National Team
Development Program in an
exhibition at 7:05 p.m. in the
Ice Arena.
See60AUES|Page7

The Falcon men's soccer team
will be in Buffalo today, looking to do something they have
been unable to do in six years
— beat the Bulls.
Having been 10 days since
they last played, coach Eric
Nichols and the team are confident that the Falcons can get
a positive result.
"Buffalo is a big team, they
have a few players well over six
feet tall," the first-year coach
sad. "They have good talent on
the field and their work rate is
very good, but their discipline
and shape is not so good."
See SOCCER | Page 7
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Women's soccer
on verge of losing
playoff chance
By Angela V«lotta
Rep

■

i he Falcon women's soccer team
in wanl to take what Rocky
lialboa's manager Mickey told
him in the "Rocky" movies.
\\ hen you're going down.
remember, you've not this little
ingel on your shoulder saying:
'■{ up you..."

I he Falcons SII al 4-9-2 (0-4-2
VIk] American Conference) and
ire on the verge of being elimi

nated from playoff contention.
Ifllh a live game schedule lefl
:i the hooks, it's time for the

a lo step up.
It's all about persevering." said
• ii h Andy Richards. "Wecould
throw the towel and kick ouror we could continue to
icrsevere."
For the Falcons it's been a
letbora ol individual mistakes
and not seizing opportunities
hat has cost them, doming off
mother rough weekend where
•heir best result was a tie, it's
. huilely time to start getting
• imenuich needed wins.
Were not asking the girls to

go into Michigan State now and
win." Richards said. "We're not
asking them to go into Ohio
State now and win, or to travel
out to California and win two
games. We've got five games left
and they are all in the MAC. and
t hey are all double wins."
The coach said the team
needs to win at least four games
to make the playoffs, but live
should get them in for sure.
The Falcons host Kent State
today at 1 p.m. and Buffalo
Sunday at I p.m., their last two
games on a four-game home
stand.
It's really been small
moments in the games that
have decided their unfortunate outcomes as of late. Three
of their last four losses have
been by one goal.
We could win all five of these
games, but then again we could
have won our last six games.'
Richards said.
While this latter part of the
season has been confusing lo
Richards, he still remains optimistic and I he team feeds off of
bis energy.

WWW.BGVIEWSCOM

THE 8G NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
There's two games separating first, second and last
so this pick 'em is starting
to get exciting. There are
plenty of upset possibilities
this weekend so things
could very easily get shaken
up Time will tell as the college football season moves
past its halfway mark.

BG
vs. Ball State

BG-3
No. 20 Oklahoma
vs. No. 3 Texas
Texas-3.5

Wisconsin
vs. No. 11 Iowa
Wisconsin -3

Western Michigan
vs. Central Michigan
Central Michigan -7
No. 19 Georgia Tech
vs. No. 4 Virginia Tech
Virginia Tech-3
No. 25 Notre Dame
vs. No. 6 USC

use-10
Overall record

ANDREWHARNER

SEAN SHAPIRO

TAYLOR RICHTER

BECKY TENER

Sports Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

Design Editor

Campus Editor

The Falcons will ever do really
well in this game or be absolutely
awful For the sake of my picks. I
hope it's the former.
BG 54. Ball State 24

Expect a shootout as Freddie
Barnes earns himself another
slot on ESPN and picks up some
more views on his Web site.
BG J8. Ball State 31

In light of ESPN's "Catch 22"
Fred-ex delivers. Fakons win
references, I have one of my own. another one on the road.
Tth Heaven. You can get them
both at "Barnes" and Noble
BG 27. Ball State 24
BG J4. Ball State 0

I'm a Ian of good battles, there
fore a fan of this game Texas
has more pieces than Oklahoma
right now
Texas 54. Oklahoma 24

Bradford may have missed out on
a Heisman and BCS Title already,
but hell sleep better after winnmg the Red River Rivalry
Oklahoma 17. Texas 14

Oklahoma will be out of this
Colt McCoy has the ultimate
game "sooner" than a lasso hooks gunslmger name and mentality to
a steer. Hook em horns!
take out some Sooners.
Texas 29, Oklahoma 15

Texas 15. Oklahoma 15

This is a very intriguing match-up.
However. Wisconsin looked bad
against Ohio State last week so I
will give the edge to Iowa
Iowa 54. Wisconsin 24

I'm not sure why Wisconsin isn't
ranked in the top 25. however I
like Iowa to win the Big 10 this
season
Iowa 21, Wisconsin 17

Georgia beats Vanderbilt. Oh.
I thought surely Andrew would
pick another Georgia game this
week
Iowa 24. Wisconsin 17

No crowd can beat Wisconsin
fans The Hawkeyes will be lucky
to make it out alive.

This is the MAC matchup everyone has been waiting for I am
giving the edge to Dan LeFevour
and the Chippewas.
CMU54.WMU24

Tim Hlller also has a Web site,
but Dan LeFevour has accounted
for 20 total touchdowns. III take
20 touchdowns any day
CMU51.WMU17

This pick would be easier if these
schools would be more specific
about where they are located.
Central7 Western?
CMU45.WMU24

I think I'm coming down with the
HIN1 because I have LeFevour
for Central

I love Virginia Tech this season
My uncle went to Virginia Tech.
Had they beat Alabama, they'd
and I'm sure he'd appreciate me
be No 1 right now This win could giving his alma matter some love
move them up the ranks

This game of Techies will play
out like a Deathstar shootout in
space. Just call Tyrod Taylor the
"Han Solo" of this match up

Tyrod Taylor is starting to steal
my heart from Tebow and
Barkley, and I'm not complaining

VT54.GT24

VT24.GT14

VT55.GT2S

VT21.GT13

Anyone notice all my scenes are
the same? Anyone else notice
Taylor's scores never change from
week to week?
USC 54. Notre Dame 24

Upset special right here. Plus
Taylor has made fun of Charlie
Weis one too many times this
season.
Notre Dame 21, USC 17

Finally! I get to pick another
Mitch Mustain. Matt Barkley
Notre Dame game. Charlie Weis - you really can't go wrong here
is so excited he ate all of the
team's pregame snacks.
USC 27. Notre Dame 17
USC 45. Notre Dame 3

20-16

20-16

18-18

Wisconsin 14. Iowa 10

CMU21.WMU7

22-14

BG swimmers set for
18th Tom Stubbs Relays
By Rynn S.itkowi.ik

I.one in 2007.

Rep:

BG has been hosting the
meet since the 1970s, but the
i lie lit) swim team is set to again race wasn't given the name until
embark on one of the great tradi- Stubbs retired as coach in the
tions in all of BG sports tonight early 1980s. As lime has gone
on, the teams invited to the
the rbm Stubbs Relays.
We're really looking forward meet have been more so in the
to the meet tins year,'' said coach Midwest area, lo prevent excesKeri Buff. "It's a great school tra- sive travel for teams.
This year, there will be four
dition and is a neat way to honor
schools
participating-BG,
iverj successful coach.
I hat coach is Tom Stubbs. Youngstown Stale, Akron and
who spent IK years as coach of Oakland.
"It's a great way to get into the
tin- Falcons. In thai span, he won
, en Mid-AmericanConfcrcnce season, and it gives us a chance
to compete against a couple of
hampionships,
He was also a swimmer al schools we normally would not,''
'(t, in the 1940s, earning four Buff said. "I'm just really looking
nsity letters and graduating in forward to it."
Some events in the relays arc
1949. His collegiate career was
briefly interrupted bj World War standard events, including the
II. where he served in the I lib 20O-, 40(1- anil 800- freestyle
relays and the 200- and -lootirborne Division.
lie was also very active in med ley relay.
The other events in the meet
the community, working with
IS(i Parks and Recreation for are things thai would not northe better part ol four decades.
See STUBBS I Page 7
stubbs was Inducted Into the
University's Athletic Hall of

COLUMN
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After four straight losses,
even the some of the most loyal
Falcon fans viewed Saturday's
game as a bye week. Fall Break
left most of the campus deserted and few fans even thought
about bow their struggling
football team might fare as
they headed home for the long

weekend.
Throughout the Bowling
Green game, I was exchanging
text messages with a colleague
who was watching Ohio State
play.
This colleague mocked me
when I told him how I truly
believed that things would turn
around. I le would discuss how
BG's snuggles forced him to
become an Ohio State fan. And
he would lime me out when I
told him that a true fan has to
believe.
Even after the Falcons lost
four consecutive games, a fan
knows deep down that things
will get better. As Clawson has
emphasized, "In football, you
put everything into one week.

m
church
Sundays @ 11AM
BGSU Student Union
Check it out @ www.h2o &#Ufi&#.con\

The highs are high and the lows
are low."
My colleague may have
enjoyed watching Ohio State win,
but he missed an amazing, gutwrenching game. For a true fan,'
Saturday's victory was just about
as sweet as it gets.
Sure, BG has given up several
second-half leads this season, but
Saturday when they rallied to
score the go-ahead touchdown
with five seconds remaining,
none of those squandered leads
mattered anymore.
Last weekend's game was all
about redemption. After being
criticized for dropping a pair of
potential touchdown passes
against Ohio University, Freddie
Barnes responded with a recordselling day that earned him an
appearance on ESPN with lay
Crawford. Wednesday, coach
Clawson added, "He did everything thai a big time receiver
should do."
This weekend, the Falcons'
travel to Indiana to take on Ball
State. Even if you do not make the
200-mile trip to watch the game,
hopefully you have returned from
your bye week because regardless of their record, the Falcons
intend to take it one game at a
time — a sort of playoff mentality
— to reach their goal of winning
the Mid-American Conference.
If last weekend is any indication,
the Falcons appear to be back on
track and ready to roll along.

1st John's
Episcopal Church
BGSU students:

F.O.CU& meets Wednesdays 7:30
PM @ Starbucks in the Union
Come tor open-minded 'God talk'
& free cnlTce!
(during academic year).

Please join our Facebook Group:
St. John's Bowling Green

1505 li. WooslerSt.
Bowling Green 43402
(419)353-0881

SUNDAY WORSHIP

Meetings and Events on Tuesday Evenings
On Campus Bible Studies and Small Groups

ALL ARE WELCOME!
Check out our web-site for times and locations
www.bgiu.edu/itudantlife/organizationt/umto/

Last week against Kent State
Sheehan threw for 505 yards,
while Barnes hauled in 22
catches for 278 yards and three
touchdowns.
Sheehan has acknowledged
how valuable of an asset Barnes
is, as (he senior leads the nation
in both receptions and receiving yards this season.
"lie does have 75 catches
through six games," Sheehan
said. "Not many people can say
that — ever."
While Sheehan and Barnes
are on the sideline, the Falcon
defense will have to determine
how td handle running back

NETTERS
From Page 5
successful, it has been by digging the ball. As a team, they
are averaging 15.43 digs per set.
EMU's Haley Stein is averaging
a team-high 4.39 digs per set.
"I know they've struggled
early on," Van De Walle said.
"They've got a couple MAC
wins under their belt. They're
young."
Central Michigan (10-6. 3-3,
MAC) is averaging 1.79 aces per
set. Kaitlyn Hurt and Lauren
Krupsky both have at least 20
aces on the season, and they're
a big reason why CMU has one
of the best service games in the

country.
"Central [Michigan] is definitely going to be the more
experienced team this weekend," Van De Walle said.
Senior Kaitlin lackson said
the team is not hanging their
heads too low since the 11
straight losses have all been
relatively close.
"1 think we need to be more
aggressive at times," she said.
"I think we need to not play
safe and go after other teams.
Every match, whether win or
lose, you can take something
from it. We've been learning a
lot about ourselves. I am still
hopeful that our season can
turn around. We just need that
little something."

check us out online @

BGViews

.com

Sunday Worship 10:00 AM

ELC0MES YOC]
Sharing the Light and Love of Christ

From Page 5

MiQuale Lewis and quarterback Kelly Page.
Last season Lewis rushed
for over 1,700 yards but has
struggled to Find the same
results this season. That could
all change for Lewis against BG,
when he faces a defense that
has allowed four different running backs to hit the 100 yard
mark this season.
In the passing game, Page, a
freshman, has averaged 163.3
yards per contest and seven of
his throws have gone for touchdowns.
How Page and Lewis handle
the Falcon defense, could be
a large factor whether or not
the Cardinals can keep up witji
a (earn which has put up 61
points in its last two games.

I www.stjohnsbg.org

First United Methodist Church
United' Methodist Student O/yan/zatten

EARLY

9:00am | Contemporary Service
10:00am | College Age Sunday School
11:00am | Traditional Service
Check out our website
www.fumcbg.org
Across Wooster Street from Harshman Quad
1526 East Wooster St. Bowling Green 419-353-0682
Please join us!

• Professional equestrian ladlily and tiding academy since 1912 •

U LESSONS

U ORGANIZATIONAL EVENTS

U TRAINING

O WORKBOOKS

U CREDIT AND NON-CREDIT COURSES
U WEB BASED DISTANCE LEARNING
We work with many different colleges.
Coll us lo register.

Union & Washington St.
Cygnet, Ohio 43413
sandersonslables.com
info@sandersonstables.com

419.655.2253

Sanrfcrson

SPORTS
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What can Brown do for you?
Falcon flanker Tony Brown shows toughness on field; set to help lead BG to seventh straight win tomorrow
By CJ Watson
Reporter

Rugby is known as one of the
toughest learn sports In the
world. Its players usually appear
as overly aggressive, muscular
warriors. What most people
don't see is how the players act
off the field. Most players are
normal, everyday people who
just have a passion for demolishing opponents on the rugby
pitch. Flanker Tony Brown is a
perfect example of this.
On the field, Brown is one of
the most intimidating and fearless players in collegiate rugby.
It's not uncommon to see Brown
run over, stiff arm or spear an
opponent to the ground. He
does each of these things in
most games.
"He is one ofthe toughest, hardnosed players to bring down as
an opponent," said coach Tony
Mazzarella. "It's definitely a task
if anyone tries to step up and
bring him to the ground. He's
one ofthe best conditioned guys
on the field."
And off the field, Brown is
just like any other hard-working
college student laboring to get
a college degree, and someday
a job.
Brown, originally from
Pemberville, is a supply chain
management major at the

Unniversity with a minor in
general management. Brown's
dream job would be to run his
own business.
He is a member of Delta Sigma
I'i, a business fraternity on campus, which aside from rugby, is
where Brown spends most of his
time and energy.
Brown started playing rugby
when he first started school at
BG four years ago. Rugby has
taught him valuable lessons that
he will be able to use for the rest
of his life.
"It Irugbyl has taught me the
value of teamwork," Brown said.
"You can't do anything by yourself ... everyday (at workl you
have to work on projects with
teams and they all value teamwork ... rugby has made the
value of teamwork a lot clearer
and has shown me how important it is."
Brown has one goal every
time he steps foot on the rugby
pitch — to win.
"Individual goals have to be set
aside, and it's just about making sure the team wins," Brown
said.
This idea of teamwork has
helped BG remain the team to
beat in the Midwest. The Falcons
remain undefeated through six
games this season, and they
intend to keep it that way.
Indiana is coming to town this

I was responsible for the four
girls on the 200-meter freestyle
relay. I told them my job is on
From Page 6
the line if they don't win this
mally be on the competition one tonight. They did win and
format, the 300-meter butterfly, set a meet record in doing so.
"Every single race is close so
backstroke and breaststroke
and the 1500 freestyle, 400 you have no time to let your
individual medley and 10 x 50 guard down."
Even though this is a prefreestyle relays.
Not only is this meet a great season meet, it isnot treated like
way to provide a competitive such. The coaches and players
preseason atmosphere, but it take these races seriously. They
also has created some mem- strenuously prepare, just like
orable moments for those they would for a regular season
meet.
involved.
"This will be my third Stubbs
The Stubbs Relays wrap up
Relay as a coach, and I love the Falcons' preseason schedit," said assistant coach Mark ule. They open MAC comHoward. "Coach Buff gave me petition Oct. 30 at Eastern
the sprint group a year ago, and Michigan.

BEN LOHMAN

HOME AGAIN: The Fakon cross country teams are back home thii week-:nvfi

PHOIO PROVIDED BY BG fcuGBV

TOUGH GUY: Falcon flanker Tony Brown throws a sriff arm against defender ihis season.
Brown and the Falcons play Indiana this weekend.

week as the Falcons continue
league play. Based on Indiana's
games this season, Mazzarella is
confident in his team's chances
against the Mudsharks but won't
chalk up a win for the Falcons
just based on past performances.
The Mudsharks are coming off two very tough battles
against Big Ten opponents. I\vo
weeks ago, they hung on to beat
Purdue 21-20 and narrowly lost
to Notre Dame 24-20 this past
week.
"They might not be in the same
shape as they were last year,"
Mazzarella said. "They gave us
one of our tougher games last

season so we can read in lo the
score all we want but it's not
going to matter. They're going
to come in and play us hard no
matter what."
Indiana utilizes a balanced
attack on the offensive side.
"In the past, they haven't really
blown anyone away with the
speed of their backs or the size
of their forwards," Mazzarella
said. "They tend to have good
fundamentals and use their system trr whatever advantage they
can get."
But at the same time. Brown
will be looking to get any advantage he can for the Falcons in
tomorrow's game.

STUBBS

EC MEWS FILE PHOI0

DEPARTED: Jimmy Spratt had been the Fakon goalie the past two seasons Now there is a
battle lor the spot.

GOALIES
From Page 5

CHMSTINA MCGINNS I THE BG NEiVS
BACK TO ACTION: BG's leading scorer Cameron Hepple may play this weekend

dimension to our attack. If we
can hold up the defensive positions without him back there
From Page 5
then we should be ok."
Injured forward Cameron
In order to expose that shaky
discipline and shape, Nichols Hepple will make the trip to
will move senior co-captain upstate New York, and may get
Jacob Lawrence to the forward some time on the field.
"We will go through walkposition in hopes that he can
connect with striker Byard through
tomorrow, and
Ebling and get behind the Bulls depending on how that goes, I
may be able to play," Hepple
back line.
"If we can connect with each said.
other, we can have some sucHepple—who leads the team
cess against them," Nichols said. in scoring — had not played
"Our battle is to not destroy our since injuring his groin nearly a
own attacks, which we have month ago against IPFW. Since
done before."
the striker has been absent, the
The Falcons (1-8-2) will take Falcons have failed to find any
the field in a 4-4-2 formation, offensive success, scoring only
allowing the team to play four one goal in four games.
midfielders, something junior
With Lawrence moving up
Thomas Mcl.ean believes will front, McLean will get the start
help the Falcons maintain pos- at center back, a position he
played last season.
session.
"Thomas has been one of our
"By having four in the midfield it allows us to match up most versatile players," Nichols
and defend other teams better," said. "We are always trying to
McLean said. "Depending on find a position on the field for
who you are playing and how him."
The Bulls, who are 5-7 overthe game flows, it's important
to have good possession in the all 0-2 in the Mid-American
Conference this season, are
middle of the pitch."
Lawrence will get his first coming off a recent run of poor
start up front, playing as a form, losing four of their last
second striker. Lawrence has five matches including a five
played the position before, goal loss to Duquesne, a team
usually when the Falcons are that the Falcons battled to a
trailing and need an offensive scoreless draw,
"They are unpredictable,"
boost,
"We will see how it goes," Nichols said. "The have had
Nichols said. "We think lacob some bad losses but then gone
can create something for us out and beat some teams by big
there. He brings us another score lines as well."

SOCCER

If you sleep in a cold room,
*/.
you are more likely to
have a bad dream...

Through seven games this
season the U.S. U-18 NTDP is
2-4-0-1 and currently on a five
game losing streak.
BG will look to extend that
streak to six behind goalies Nick
Eno and Andrew Hammond,
who both have made their presence known early on.
Despite two losses this season, Eno and Hammond have
provided a great one-two punch
between the pipes for BG.
Each goalie had the chance to
start against the Mavericks last
weekend, combining to save 69
of 76 shots and finishing with a
save percentage of more than 90
percent.
"Both of them played a very
good, athletic game for us."
Williams said. "It's great to have
that right now going for us. It's
going to allow us to take a few
more chances because we know
we got two good goalies in the
back end."
Even though Eno and
Hammond are battling each
other for playing time, their relationship on and the ice couldn't
be better.
"The last couple years I've
been fortunate to have really
good goalies on all the learns
I've played with, and Nick is
just another one of those guys,"
Hammond said. "On the ice
we're helping each other out."
Hammond joins the Falcons
after leading Vernon to the
Coastal Conference Island
Division title a season ago.
He led the British Columbia

Hockey league in goals-against
(2.30) and save percentage
(.912).
Hammond capped off his
junior hockey career with a
national championship after his
Vipers team won the Royal Bank
Cup.
As an upperclassman, Eno is
impressed with what he has seen
thus far from Hammond and
realizes time between the pipes
will be a battle.
"IHammondl is a good goaltender," Eno said, "We push each
other in practice and he's good
competition."
Eno is now in his junior season with the Falcons and played
behind limmy Spratt a year
ago, who signed a deal with the
lohnstown Chiefs of the East
Coast Hockey League at season's
end.
Although Eno played sparingly behind Spratl last season (mostly due to a left ankle
sprain that forced him to miss
the Falcons' first 20 games), he
is ready lo move forward and
thinks the team is headed in the
right direction.
"I think we're doing really well
right now and moving forward,"
Eno said. "A lot of young guys
are learning a lol of new things
and I think they're picking il up
really well."

Injury

Cross country hosting
Falcon Invite tomorrow
By Brad Frank
Reporter

The BG men's cross country
team has a way lo go to meet
their preseason goals, but it's
gelling heller.
To gel lhere, the Falcons need
to get some consistency behind
their top three runners.
Chris Moody. Jason Salver.
and Jesse Smuda have finished
first, second, and third, respectively, on the team in every meet
Ihis season. The biggest thing
the team can work on al this
point is getting the gap closed
behind the top three runners,
according to coach Garni Wells.
"They've been doing a very
nice job in practice all year,"
she said. "The problem has
been carrying il forward into
the meets."
BG has an opportunity to
work on closing that gap at the
8K Falcon Invite tomorrow. BG's
second and final home meet of
the season. The field consists of
19 teams.
BG will run against fellow
Mid-American Conference
teams Buffalo and Eastern
Michigan, as well as a very good
Malone squad that finished
third among a tough field at the
lona Meet of Champions where
BG finished 18th,
The meet is BG's last before
the MAC Championships at the
end of the month. East season
the Falcons finished last with a
very young tea m. Wells believes
if everyone runs as well as
they're capable of. the team
is capable of finishing higher

weeks ago Wells said that the
team's confidence is beginning
lo show. 1 hat confidence isverj
«ident in practice, she said.
For the women's team, they
are also very Ionised on the
task at hand.
On a home course thai is
significantly Hatter compared
to the courses In IHi's last two
races. And, times should be
lowei tomorrow compared
to oilier races this season,
assuming the weather is a nonissue.
Wells said the team is really
focused heading into its second
and final home meet tomorrow.
" Their locus is very high rigln
now," she said. "Our goal was
to win both home meets this

season."

The Falcons came up just sh)
at the Mel Brodt Invitational
last month when they finished second behind Dayton.
Lasl year, the Falcons won the
Invitational, placing four runners in the top 10, but Carry
Wells—who placed fourth — is
the only reluming Falcon that
finished in Ihe top 10.
So with the support of a home
crowd and realistic shot at winning the meet, BG can gain a
lot of momentum heading into
the MAC Championships al the
end ofthe month.
Like with the men's team,
Malone figures to be B( !'s tough
est competition tomorrow in
Ihe 21-learn field. Malone has
finished ahead of the Falcons
in their last two meets. BG
gels its first look al fellow MAC
than last season:
members Buffalo and Eastern
Wells said the men are start- Michigan.
Coming off of a ninth
ing to see their hard work pay
off. But she realizes the team is place finish at the All-Ohio
still needs to improve in order Championships two weeks ago.
to make an improvement from Wells wants to see a closer pack
of runners and more aggreslast season.
"They're still a ways away sion in the final third of the race
from getting to where they tomorrow.
The Falcon Invite begins at
want and their full capability
as a team," she said. "So they're 10:45 a.m. at Forrest (reason
focused on that, and they have Golf Course in Bowling Green
with the women's race with the
been all year."
After the All-Ohio meet two men following at 11:30 a.m.

Check

out online at:

www.bcj We ws com

results guaranteed
...stop by or order something special for
Sweetest Day, this Saturday.

Senior David Solway is listed
as doubtful lor tonight's exhibition after suffering head and
shoulder injuries against Wilfrid
Laurier on Oct. 3. li is hopeful
he will return for the regular
season home-opener against
Providence Oct. 23.

315 entries in Webster's 1996
dictionary were mispelled.
.floral A (.-ill
906 Napoleon Rd Bowling Green 419.353.83il
MOM I ,i 9 to 5. Sat 9 to 4. Sun Closed
ORDER F10RA1 GUIS ONLINE 24/7
www.klnl/I loial.com
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Get more Pulse at the

CULTURE SHOCK BLOG
Read the staff s talce on television, music
and all things pop culture.
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Food and basketball meeting, providing sweet menu matrimony
I'd ever use those same three
words to describe — 1990s baskethall players.

The love I have for food is so
Strong that I'm sure if food
were one of the three options
On Mystery Date, we'd end up
together every time. There is
just something so special about
making that perfect dish for a
perfect occasion, something
so spiritual, so artistic, so sexy.
There's only one other subject

It is only fitting that today I
marry the two loves of my life,
my love of food and my love of
sweaty, awesome haircut-wearing, short-short sporting middleaged NBA superstars from the
'90s, In light of this union, I've
put together a menu that pays
homage to my Favorites from the
David Stern Club.
SHORT-SHORT STACK
Perhaps some of the most
memorable moments ol the '90s

(save the Spice Girls many No.
1 hitsl had to have been lazz
superstar John Stockton's short
shorts. Not only did this man
play with style in the teal and
purple, but also he did it with
plenty of thigh to go with. In
honor of Stockton's stark-white
tipper leg. chow down on some
pancakes. Make that one pancake. That would be the shortest
short-stack possible, right?
DIKEMBE MUTOMBO'S
CHICKEN FINGER WAG
If it weren't for Dennis Rodman,
this man would have been the
best defensive player of the

Rik Smits didn't only rock the
decade. But one thing Mutombo
did have over Rodman? His awe- rim on my favorite NBA team of
some taunting finger wag. The all time, he rocked the coolest,
NBA even tried to shut down most confusing nickname in the
the "unsportsmanlike" gesture. league. Move over Mailman—
But did Mutombo falter? Nope. the Dunking Dutchman is drivHe wagged his finger at the ing the lane. There is little that
crowd instead. To celebrate this can be suggested food-wise that
classy move, munch on crispy, would meet the magnitude that
hot chicken fingers. The more is this nickname, so my humranch, the bener. And if the nay- ble idea is to swing on through
sayers cry that dipping in ranch Timmy-Ho's and grab a 12 pack
is bad for you, take a page out of of TimBits. A moment of silence
Mutombo's book and switch to would be appropriate while
honev barbecue.
these donuts are enjoyed.
THE DUNKING
DUTCHMAN

DONUT

when you overfill cupcake or
muffin tins you end up with
really oddly shaped results?
I can't look at the misshapen
head of my too-generous muffins without thinking about
another one of my beloved
Indiana Pacers. Chris Mullins'
flattop haircut never could
hide the odd shape of his head.
Enjoy warm muffins (overfilled
of course to achieve the correct effect) today in memory
of Chris Mullins. For fun, go
ahead and frost the muffins
with a buzz cut.

MULUNS MUFFINS
You know how sometimes

See FOOD I Page 9
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Couples Retreat fails
WHAT MAnLIASSE THINKS:
■ ■

■ mceto
■ - i for d "bad boy"

ore wouldn't lend to look at d • ■

Despite star-studded cast, Vince Vaughn
writing debut lacks originality, humor
By Aaron Halfr.rich
Pulse Reviewer

jean-*earrtg Pete Wenn-mhanced
band that has ranted lhe.r thtd studo
album. "He* Mess" But the people from
NewYoc.i
I

i Kj^heiv

" " .

"Hot Mess" is a I itle dash of 80s pop

See COBRA | Page 9

HOT MESS"

' Cobra Starship
I Grade I B
WHAT EMILY BIGELOW
THINKS:

Ud

r laming Lips, has been atound for over
* ilbum
"Heat It Is." the Flaming Lips have come
out with eleven more afeums. including
the (most recent "Embryonic" For kteneis. it rs an experiment *i sound that
■

xidted

with the band
The detoe eotoi c* the abjm. spcrtng
V songs is best desenbed as a colage of
muse The Lpsarewllnowpioi then e&tnc.
arrest futuristic so-nd Itw rstrumentdtai

"EMBRYONIC"

■The Flaming Lips
■ Grade I B-

M'HhflAi

See UPS | Page 9

In the past, Ion I'avreau and
Vince Vaughn have shared their
screen time in classic films like
"Rudy" and ".Swingers." Their
recent work, however, has resorted to sub-par humor efforts that
are uncharacteristic to their previous success.
Now in their first venture
as writing partners, "Couples
Retreat" marks the sixth time
these actors have worked
together. By adding to an over
populated list of actors with
jason Battman and Kristen Bell,
"Couples Retreat" still manages
to fall in the dreadful category of
second-rate entertainment.
Much like the very popular "Forgetting Sarah Marshall,"
"Couples Retreat" follows a group
of couples to a paradise resort in
hopes of suppressing their recent
relationship woes. As they partake in skill building activities
that push them towards frustration rather than solace, "Couples
Retreat" tells the cluttered story
of how so many people misman-

J.I!IM!W!U.!».

Oh My God at Howard's

Texass Dignan plays Toledo

Chicago indie rock band Oh My God will
be playing at Howard's Club H tonight.
Local groups The Zimmetman Twins and
A Gun for Hite will open the show at 9
p.m. Tickets will be $5 at the door.

Touting in suppott of their recently self-released
album 'Cheaters & Thieves', the Texas indie rock
band Dignan will make a stop at Frankie's in Toledo
tonight. The Rocketboys are set to kick off the allages show at 8 p.m. with tickets priced at $7

age their relationships.
In an attempt to show the various states of relationship stress,
it doesn't help when all of the
cast members turn in their weakest and most forgettable performances to date. Shooting in Bora
Bora must have been a huge selling point for these actors. It certainly explains why they signed
up for such awful roles in the first
place. Many of these typically
talented actors seem out of place
for (he majority of the fdm as
they portray characters that are
shallow, selfish, and detached
from any part of our own lives.
While they all exhibit problems
that any married couple can
have, there's nothing to characteristically denote one from the
other.
Aside from the distant characters and recycled jokes seen
WWW.MM.COM
in nearly every other couples
Utter
Gr«U:
D
comedy, the only passable
moments in "Couples Retreat" Ratad: PG-13 for sexual content and language. (Originally Rated R for
sexual material.
are once again the ad-libbed some
Runtime: 107 min.
scenes between Vaughn and Starring: Vince Vaughn, Jason Bateman, Jon Favreau, Kristen Bell.
See COUPLES | Page 9

Malin Akerman, Kristen Davis, Faizon Love, and Jean Reno.
Directad by: Peter Billingsley

TOMORROW NIGHT
The Photo Atlas stops in Bowling Green
After releasing their sophomore work To Silently Provoke the
Ghost' this past spring, indie dance/rock group The Photo Atlas
will bring their national tour to Howard's. Tickets will be $5 and
$6 with the doors scheduled to open at 9 p.m. tomorrow with
performances by The Epilogues and The Doctor & The Priest.

THEY SAID IT
"I've just gone through so much in
my life that pulling my top up just
doesn't seem like that big a deal."

-Nicole Richie

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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Chicago auction house all
shook up over Elvis hair
By Don B.ibwm
The Associated Press

CHICAGO — The King may
be dead, but that doesn't mean
it's too late to run your fingers
through his hair.
Klvis Presley's hair, at least a
clump of hair that Presley may
have lost loan Army barber when
he went into the service back in

1958, Isgoingon the auction block
this Sunday at Leslie Mindman
Auctioneers in Chicago.

HOOKAH
From Page 8
in the Middle East for tobacco
and opium, Ullen said, if guests
came over they were invited to
smoke hookah with their host as
a conversation starter.
The base oft he IK >okah is glass
and has one to three hoses running from the neck of the vaseshaped pipe. At the top of the
hookah is a metal bowl filled
with shisha, a honey, tobacco
and molasses mix. The bowl is
covered in tinfoil, poked with
holes and a coal is placed on top.
The coal heats the shisha and
releases the smoke.
"It's not like cigarettes where
you're physically burning the
tobacco," Ullen said. "It's just
warming it up."
As Ullen inhaled through the
hose, a tube running from the
bowl at the top to the base of
the hookah that is filled with
water and ice, pulled the smoke
down through the tube and was
filtered by the water in the base.
Komosinski, a junior, said
one of the main elements of
enjoying hookah comes from
the flavor of the shisha, "you're
not eating anything, or drinking anything, you're breathing
a flavor."
He also said shisha can be
bought at tobacco stores for $10
to $30 and comes in different
flavors.
"They have everything from
something as simple as strawberry, to cola, mint, rose. It's
pretty excessive," he said.
But this foreign tobacco trend
has its drawbacks, Komosinski
said, because many people are
confused about what a hookah
is used for.
"People think because it's a

COUPLES
From Page 8
Favreau. Sadly, this once funny
commodity now sticks out like
a sore thumb. After so much
nonsense that could have better served the cutting room floor,
it's unclear how much longer the
Vaughn-Favreau comedic routine is going to last.
The only real winners of this
film end up being the Rock Band
video game and Applebee's
Restaurants. Thanks to nondiscreet advertising plugs that
disgracefully overtake crucial
moments of the film, you're
more likely to remember these
moments rather than anything
you saw before it. With all of
the gorgeous surroundings featured in the cinematography
of Bora Bora, it's a shock they
didn't mention the vastly superior film-making efforts of The
Travel Channel.

ill :,', .1 .".■•

the hookah but just come for the atmosphere
and conversation. You're all drawn together
because you're sitting around it"
Nick Komosinski I Hookah smoker
water pipe, it must be used for the community not about the
pot," he said. "But ours is legal if buzz. Hookah is a really good
way to get your friends together
you're over 18."
Carrie Arndt, a certified and have a conversation."
Komosinski said despite the
tobacco treatment specialist
for the University, said hookah drawbacks, he and Ullen spent
may be legal and less harsh than a lot of time with a hookah setup
cigarettes but it still has adverse outside the dorms and used it
to meet new people. They said
health effects.
She said tobacco smoke is a they've had over 20 people
complex mixture of 4,000 chem- around the hookah at one time.
icals with over 60 known car"Peoplewillevencomeandnol
cinogens, which is true for both take part in the hookah but just
come for the atmosphere and
cigarettes and hookahs.
"The tobacco is just as toxic in conversation," he said. "You're
a hookah," she said. "Hookah all drawn in together because
smokers actually inhale more you're all sitting around it."
Ullen said the best advice he
tobacco smoke than do cigacan give to new hookah smokers
rette smokers."
Arndt said according to the is to research and learn about
World Health Organization hookah.
"When I first got my hookah
advisory, a typical one-hour session of hookah smoking exposes didn't know what I was doing,"
the user to 100 to 200 times the he said.
He also said it's important to
volume of smoke inhaled from a
learn the proper etiquette for
single cigarette.
She also said she thinks stu- hookah smoking. Allow one
dents are more likely to use a smoker at a time to get the optihookah because there is a mal amount of smoke and to
misperccption that hookahs are always pass the hose to "continsafer.
ue the social community aspect
But Komosinski said he so everyone is engaged."
Ullen said there are many
isn't bothered by the statistic
because multiple people smoke options for activities that allow
a hookah, so the smoke is divid- people to just sit and have a
ed among each participant and conversation.
"We can sit out here for like
the shisha is still safer than cigathree hours and have random
rettes.
"There are over 400 chemicals conversations," he said. "We
in cigarettes, you're not getting talked about sex for like an hour
that here," Komosinski said. and 45 minutes once or what we
"This is a social thing, it's about want to do with our lives."

"The only real
winners of this film
end up being the
Rock Band video
game and Applebee's
Restaurants."

From Page 8
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All the items belonged to Gary
Pepper. No Hound Dog, Pepper
was not only a huge Presley fan
and president of a Presley fan
club, but a close friend, as many
of the photographs of the two
together suggest.
Pepper, who had cerebral
palsy, died in 1980. three years
after Presley, and left his collection to his nurse, and that is who
is putting the items up for auction, said Mary Williams, of the
auction house.

"People will even come and not take part in
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The hair is part of a collection of niore than 200 items that
belonged to or are associated
with Presley. There are clothes
he wore, scarves lie threw to
screaming fans — who judging
by the yellow sweat stains, never
washed them — and Christmas
cards he sent. And there are lots
of records, some he kept in his
own juke box, and other sorts of
memorabilia ranging from Klvis
dolls to Klvis wrist watches to
Klvis Pcz dispensers.

"roanwg the streets at 5 am" or "datables' now have an anthem
These songs are perfect for the average college
students next party, but sound odd when coming

sound that males t a perfect fit for young teen-

from a band whose members are pushing 50

agers [list leaintng to rebel You can almost imag

years old It seems a little sad With that said, the

ine the cast of "!he Breakfast Club" dancing to

beats of the album are under able, and theyll

"Pete Wenu is the Only Rea>on We're Famous"

make "you dance all night"

The lecrmque they have going for them seems

"Hot Mess' is rot to be intellectual, rather

to be working.

played when deeply pordenng future goals.

1 he album opens with a "oalng all bad boys"

Rather, it should be play**) when it's your turn at

tribute that pole- fun al any 'goody-two-shoes"

the beer bong

out there (wh*h sounds wildly familiar to Adam
And The Anb' early '80s tune) It mc*« on to
the boys bragging about how they can make
the best girls tutn bad. a song that features
Gossp Girfs Le^hton Meester movmg along
to a song about par tying n the summertime.
The song thai seems 10 clear thngs up the
best >s "You're Not In On The Joke" The song
adrrvls they're no cynic s. have hearts of gold
and have the* tongues m the* cheeks
But expiring themselves rs not the* style,
they'd rather have sly songs.
In the albums "Hot Mess." they Sing the
praises of gufs found in any downtown bar>
The teim "hot mess" once used by Project
Runway wirner Christian Snano. country
singer KeBie Pickler or anyone descr bog
Lindsay Lohan has become somewhat second
nature for Cobra Stars!*) Any girl "stumbling."

FOOD
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GREG OYSTER-TAG SOUP

Greg Ostertag was another great
white wonder that played supporting cast to Karl Malone in the '90s.
This man was so pale, he made
teammate Jeff Homacek look
like lie just got back from a trip to
I-'lorida. Warm up this chilly fell
day with a steamy bowl of oyster
soup or clam chowder. The computer paper color of your food will
give you fond memories of the big
Double Zero.
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Food and basketball meeting, providing sweet menu matrimony
I'd ever use those same three
words to describe — 1990s basketball players.

The love I have for food is so
strong thai I'm sure if food
were one of the three options
on Mystery Date, we'd end up
together every time. There is
just something so special about
making that perfect dish for a
perfect occasion, something
so spiritual, so artistic, so sexy.
There's only one other subject

It is only fitting that today I
marry the two loves of my life,
my love of food and my love of
sweaty, awesome haircut-wearing, short-short sporting middleaged NBA superstars from the
'90s. In light of this union, I've
put together a menu that pays
homage to my favorites from the
David Stem Club.
SHORT-SHORT STACK
Perhaps some of the most
memorable moments of the '90s

(save the Spice Girls many No.
1 hits) had to have been la/./
superstar lohn Stockton's short
shorts. Not only did this man
play with style in the teal and
purple, but also he did it with
plenty of thigh to go with. In
honor of Stockton's stark-white
upper leg, chow down on some
pancakes. Make that one pancake. That would be the shortest
short-stack possible, right?
DIKEMBE MUTOMBO'S
CHICKEN FINGER WAG
Ifitweren'tforDennisRodman,
this man would have been the
best defensive player of the

decade. But one thing Mutombo
did have over Rodman? His awesome taunting finger wag. The
NBA even tried to shut down
the "unsportsmanlike" gesture.
But did Mutombo falter? Nope.
He wagged his finger at the
crowd instead. To celebrate this
classy move, munch on crispy,
hot chicken fingers. The more
ranch, the better. And if the naysayers cry that dipping in ranch
is bad for you, take a page out of
Mutombo's book and switch to
honey barbecue.
THE DUNKING
DUTCHMAN

Rik Smits didn't only rock the
rim on my favorite NBA team of
all time, he rocked the coolest,
most confusing nickname in the
league. Move over Mailman—
the Dunking Dutchman is driving the lane. There is little that
can be suggested food-wise that
would meet the magnitude that
is this nickname, so my humble idea is to swing on through
Timmy-Ho's and grab a 12 pack
of TimBits, A moment of silence
would be appropriate while
these donuts are enjoyed.

DONUT

when you overfill cupcake or
muffin tins you end up with
really oddly shaped results?
I can't look at the misshapen
head of my too-generous muffins without thinking about
another one of my beloved
Indiana Pacers. Chris Mullins'
flattop haircut never could
hide the odd shape of his head.
Enjoy warm muffins (overfilled
of course to achieve the correct effect) today in memory
of Chris Mullins. For fun. go
ahead and frost the muffins
with a buzz cut.

MULLIIMS MUFFINS
You know how sometimes

See FOOD | Page 9

Hookah builds community as
smokers and nonsmokers gather
around the relaxing atmosphere
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Couples Retreat fails

REVIEWS
WHAT MATT LUSSE THINKS:
Nothing has made sex. drugs and rod

Despite star-studded cast, Vince Vaughn
writing debut lacks originality, humor

« toll so easy to dance lo
Traditionally, if looking for a "bad boy"

By Aaron Helfferich

one wouldn't tend to look at a skinny

Pulse Reviewer

(ean-weattng Pete Weno-enhanced
band that has named the* thud studio
afeum. "Hot Mess." But (he people from
New York an? consistent tn gloating
about their acts of debauchery.
Can they pul it off is the question
"Hoi Mess" is a I ttle dash of 80s pop
mixed with a dose of new millennium

See COBRA I Page 9

WHAT EMILY KGtlOW
THINK Oklahoma band the
Flarrung Lips, has been around for over
twenty years. Since the* first afeum
"Hear It Is." the Flaming Ups have come
out with eleven more albums, including
thetr most recent. "Embryonic" For listeners, it 5 an enpermenl in sound that
utilizes the signature style associated
with the band
The debeedttyi of the ahum sportjng
2? songi t> best deserted as a cofcge of
muse The Lps are **l knowi for the* eectnt
arnost futunsfc sound The/ raBumentatcn

"EMBRYONIC

LIPS

TONIGHT IN BG
Oh My God at Howards
. Chicago indie rock band Oh My God will
be playing at Howard's Club H tonight.
Local groups The Zimmerman Twins and
■ A Gun for Hire will open the show at 9
: pm. Tickets will be $5 at the door

k

In the past, Ion Favreau and
Vince Vaughn have shared their
screen time in classic films like
"Rudy" and "Swingers." Their
recent work, however, has resorted to sub-par humor efforts that
are uncharacteristic to their previous success.
Now in their first venture
as writing partners, "Couples
Retreat" marks the sixth time
these actors have worked
together. By adding to an over
populated list of actors with
jason Bateman and Kristen Bell,
"Couples Retreat" still manages
to fall in the dreadful category of
second-rate entertainment.
Much like the very popular "Forgetting Sarah Marshall,"
"Couples Retreat" follows a group
of couples to a paradise resort in
hopes of suppressing their recent
relationship woes. As they partake in skill building activities
that push them towards frustration rather than solace, "Couples
Retreat" tells the cluttered story
of how so many people misman-

TONIGHT IN TOLEDO

Texas's Dignan plays Toledo
Touring in support of their recently self-released
album 'Cheaters & Thieves', the Texas indie rock
band Dignan will make a stop at Frankie's in Toledo
tonight. The Rocketboys are set to kick off the allages show at 8 pm. with tickets priced at $7

age their relationships.
In an attempt to show the various states of relationship stress,
it doesn't help when all of the
cast members turn in their weakest and most forgettable performances to date. Shooting in Bora
Bora must have been a huge selling point for these actors. It certainly explains why they signed
up for such awful roles in the first
place. Many of these typically
talented actors seem out of place
for the majority of the film as
they portray characters that are
shallow, selfish, and detached
from any part of our own lives.
While they all exhibit problems
that any married couple can
have, there's nothing to characteristically denote one from the
other.
Aside from the distant characters and recycled jokes seen
in nearly every other couples
comedy, the only passable
moments in "Couples Retreat"
are once again the ad-libbed
scenes between Vaughn and
SeeC0UPUS|Page9

WWWJMOeCOM
letter Grade: D
Rated: PG-13 for sexual content and language. (Originally Rated R for
some sexual material.
Runtime: 107 min.
Starring: Vince Vaughn, Jason Bateman, Jon Favreau. Kristen Bell,
Malin Akerman. Kristen Davis, Faizon Love, and Jean Reno.
Directed by: Peter Billingsley

TOMORROW NIGHT

The Photo Atlas stops in Bowling Green
After releasing their sophomore work To Silently Provoke the
Ghost' this past spring, indie dance/rock group The Photo Adas
will bring their national tour to Howard's. Tickets will be $5 and
$6 with the doors scheduled to open at 9 pm. tomorrow with
performances by The Epilogues and The Doctor & The Priest.

THEY SAID IT
"I've Just gone through so much in
my life that pulling my top up just
doesn't seem like that big a deal."
-Nicole Richie

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS. SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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Chicago auction house all
shook up over Elvis hair
By Don Babwin
The Associated Press

CHICAGO — The King may
be dead, but that doesn't mean
it's too late to run your fingers
through his hair.
Elvis Presley's hair, at least a
clump of hair that Presley may
have lost to an Army barber when
he went into the service back in
1958, is going on the auction block
this Sunday at Leslie Hindman
Auctioneers in Chicago.

HOOKAH
From Page 8
in the Middle East for tobacco
and opium, Ullen said, if guests
came over they were invited to
smoke hookah with their host as
a conversation starter.
The base of the hookah is glass
and has one to three hoses running from the neck of the vaseshaped pipe. At the top of the
hookah is a metal bowl filled
with shisha, a honey, tobacco
and molasses mix. The bowl is
covered in tinfoil, poked with
holes and a coal is placed on top.
The coal heats the shisha and
releases the smoke.
"It's not like cigarettes where
you're physically burning the
tobacco," Ullen said. "It's just
warming it up."
As Ullen inhaled through the
hose, a tube running from the
bowl at the top to the base of
the hookah that is filled with
water and ice, pulled the smoke
down through the tube and was
filtered by the water in the base.
Komosinski, a junior, said
one of the main elements of
enjoying hookah comes from
the flavor of the shisha, "you're
not eating anything, or drinking anything, you're breathing
a flavor."
He also said shisha can be
bought at tobacco stores for $10
to $30 and comes in different
flavors.
"They have everything from
something as simple as strawberry, to cola, mint, rose. It's
pretty excessive," he said.
But this foreign tobacco trend
has its drawbacks, Komosinski
said, because many people are
confused about what a hookah
is used for.
"People think because it's a

COUPLES
From Page 8
Favreau. Sadly, this once funny
commodity now sticks out like
a sore thumb. After so much
nonsense that could have better served the cutting room floor,
it's unclear how much longer the
Vaughn-Favreau comedic routine is going to last.
The only real winners of this
film end up being the Rock Band
video game and Applebee's
Restaurants. Thanks to nondiscreet advertising plugs that
disgracefully overtake crucial
moments of the film, you're
more likely to remember these
moments rather than anything
you saw before it. With all of
the gorgeous surroundings featured in the cinematography
of Bora Bora, it's a shock they
didn't mention the vastly superior film-making efforts of The
Travel Channel.

The hair is part of a collection of more than 200 items that
belonged to or are associated
with Presley. There are clothes
he wore, scarves he threw to
screaming fans — who judging
by the yellow sweat stains, never
washed them — and Christmas
cards he sent. And there are lots
of records, some he kept in his
own juke box, and other sorts of
memorabilia ranging from Elvis
dolls to Eh/is wrist watches to
Ehis Pez dispensers.

"People will even come and not take part in
the hookah but just come for the atmosphere
and conversation. You're all drawn together
because you're sitting around it"
Nick Komosinski I Hookah smoker
water pipe, it must be used for
pot," he said. "But ours is legal if
you're over 18."
Carrie Arndt, a certified
tobacco treatment specialist
for the University, said hookah
may be legal and less harsh than
cigarettes but it still has adverse
health effects.
She said tobacco smoke is a
complex mixture of 4,000 chemicals with over 60 known carcinogens, which is true for both
cigarettes and hookahs.
"The tobacco is just as toxic in
a hookah," she said. "Hookah
smokers actually inhale more
tobacco smoke than do cigarette smokers."
Arndt said according to the
World Health Organization
advisory, a typical one-hour session of hookah smoking exposes
the user to 100 to 200 times the
volume of smoke inhaled from a
single cigarette.
She also said she thinks students are more likely to use a
hookah because there is a
misperception that hookahs are
safer.
But Komosinski said he
isn't bothered by the statistic
because multiple people smoke
a hookah, so the smoke is divided among each participant and
the shisha is still safer than cigarettes.
"There are over 400 chemicals
in cigarettes, you're not getting
that here," Komosinski said.
"This is a social thing, it's about

winners of this film
J
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Rock Band video
game and Applebee's
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the community not about the
buzz. Hookah is a really good
way to get your friends together
and have a conversation."
Komosinski said despite the
drawbacks, he and Ullen spent
a lot of time with a hookah setup
outside the dorms and used it
to meet new people. They said
they've had over 20 people
around the hookah at one time.
"People will even come and not
take part in the hookah but just
come for the atmosphere and
conversation," he said. "You're
all drawn in together because
you're all sitting around it."
Ullen said the best advice he
ca n give to new hookah smokers
is to research and learn about
hookah.
"When I first got my hookah I
didn't know what I was doing,"
he said.
He also said it's important to
learn the proper etiquette for
hookah smoking. Allow one
smoker at a time to get the optimal amount of smoke and to
always pass the hose to "continue the social community aspect
so everyone is engaged."
Ullen said there are many
options for activities that allow
people to just sit and have a
conversation.
"We can sit out here for like
three hours and have random
conversations," he said. "We
talked about sex for like an hour
and 45 minutes once or what we
want to do with our lives."

"The only real

UPS
p«xteabeav<ps)dedefciescraxethat feeds the

All the items belonged to Gary
Pepper. No Hound Dog, Pepper
was not only a huge Presley fan
and president of a Presley fan
club, but a close friend, as many
of the photographs of the two
together suggest.
Pepper, who had cerebral
palsy, died in 1980, three years
after Presley, and left his collection to his nurse, and that is who
is putting the items up for auction, said Mary Williams, of the
auction house.

"roaming the streets at 5 am" or "dancing up on
tables" now have an anthem
These songs are perfect for the average college
student's next party, but sound odd when coming

sound that mates it a perfect k for young teen-

from a band whose members are pushing 50

agers just learning to rebel You can almost imag

years old. It seems a little sad With that sad. the

me the cast of The Breakfast Club' dancing to

beats ol the abum are undeniable, and theyll

"fee WenU is the Only Reason We're Famous"

make "you dance all night.'

The technique they have going for them seems

"Hot Mess' is not to be uteHectual. neither

to be working.

played when deeply pondering future goals

The album opens with a 'calng all bad boys'

Rather, it should be playing when it's your turn at

tribute that poles fun at any "goc^two-shoes"

the beer bong.

out there {which sounds wtty famikar to Adam
And The Ants' eaily '80s tune). It moves on to
the boys bragging about how they can make
the best girls turn bad a song that features
Gossip Girts Uqhton Meester moving along
to a song about pai tying In the summertime.
The song that seems to deai things up the
best is "You're Not In On The Joke* The song
admits they're no cynics, have hearts of gold
and have their tongues m their cheeks
But e*pla.nmg themselves s not their style,
they'd rather have ally songs.
In the abum's "Hot Mess." they sing the
praises ol gifts found m any downtown bars
The term "hot mess" once used by Project
Runway wrtner Christian Smano, country
singer Kellie Picktei or anyone describing
Lindsay Lohan has become somewhat second
nature for Cobra Starship Any girl "stiimMno/

FOOD
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GREGOVSTEH-TAGSCMIP

Greg Ostertag was another great
white wonder that played supporting cast to Kail Maione in the '90s.
This man was so pale, he made
teammate Jeff Homacek look
like he just got back from a trip to
Florida. Warm up this chilly fall
day with a steamy bowl of oyster
soup or clam chowder. The computer paper color of your food will
give you fond memories of the big
DoubleZero.
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WASHINGTON
BRIEFS
Doctors begin TV ads
pressing Congress on
Medicare

NRC raises
concern about new
reactor design

Lawmakers seek
to extend $8,000
tax credit

WASHINGTON (AP)-l he
American Medical Association is
launching a coast to coast TV ad
campaign to press Congress to
approve higher payments lor doctors
treating Medicare patients

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Nuclear Regulatory CommOsion is raising safety concerns with the design of
a proposed new reactor to be buitt by
Westrnghouse. saying a key pa" of the
reactor may not withstand a tornado,
earthquake or even high winds

are trying to extend and expand an
$8,000 federal tax credit for first-time
homebuyers. a stimulus-package tax
break that many regard as a significant
prop for the still-tottering economy.

The doctors group announced the
ads Thursday, a day after Democrats
agreed to push a $247 billion bill
through the Senate next meek averting scheduled cuts in physicians'
Medicare fees. A 21 percent reduction is scheduled for January.
The ad. which the AMA -aid
would cost seven figures. >ays the bill
will "protect seniors' access to quality
care and tells people to urge senators to vote for it
The spots will run in 12 states with
wavering senators of both parties
including North Carolina. Honda and
Alaska, and in Washington. DC

JOBS
From Page 2
enough to indicate rising payrolls, hin they certain!) suggest
that nel job cuts will he lower
in October than last month,"
Ian Shepherdson, chief U.S.
economist at High l-requcucy
Economics, wrote in a note to
clients.
Ihe tally of people continuing to claim benefits dropped
by 75,000 to 5.99 million, its first
time below (i million since the
week of March 2)1 Continuing
claims data lags initial claims
bya week,
Many economists expect that
j< ih losses will fall below JOO.OOO
in October from 263,000 in
September. I hat's still a large
amount, but would he the lowest total since August 2(K)H.
In a separate report, the
labor Department said consumer prices rose 0.2 percent
last month, matching analysts'
expectations. Prices excluding
the volatile energy and food
categories also rose (1.2 percent, slightly higher than the
0.1 percent increase analysts
had forecast.
Over the past 12 months, consumer prices fell 1.3 percent,
reflecting a severe recession
that has kept a lid on inflation
across a wide range of products
and services. Excluding food
and energy, prices rose 1.5 percent.
I noil costs slipped 0.1 percent in September, reflecting
lower prices lor meat and fresh

vegetables. Clothing prices rose
only 0.1 percent, and housing
costs were Hat compared with
August.
Gas prices rose I percent,
though they are down 21.6 percent from last year when prices
at the pump moved above SI
per gallon in the summer.
The lack of inflation has given

PARKING
From Page 1
scale is already lower than most,
and now they want to nickel and
dime us. said General Unglish
Instructor Scott Ballaway. "It
must be a move of desperation."
Some students have the same
feelings as Ballaway.
"I don't think they should have
to pay, it should be incorporated
when they accept the job, "senior

UNIVERSITY
From Page 1
the economic renewal that will
take place in our region and in
Ohio," Cartwrighl said.
Graduate student
Helena
laquinta said she enjoyed
Cartwright's speech because it
was a rewarding way to bring
the University and community
together.
"As a graduate student, I think
it was awesome to hear emphasis on learning outcomes and a
shared vision and mission for
students, staff and faculty." she
said. "Von also never hear about
how the University's strategic
plan is going. It was nice to see
it today and how we are going to
implement it."

The NRC staff has directed
Westinghouse to make changes in the
reactor design so that its outer shell,
which is supposed to protect the reactor's containment structure, is strengthened. The staff concluded the steel and
concrete structure does not meet the
design requirements for safety.
The reactor, called the AP-IOOO. B
the choice of seven unities that have
filed applications to build a new nuclear
power plant NRC officols sard it is now
up Westrnghouse to figure out bow the
design problem will be lesolved

WASHINGTON (AP) - Lawmakers

The latest Senate proposal would
drop the requirement that the credit
be available only to first-time buyers,
broadening the reach of the program
but also adding to its cost, estimated
by congressional analysts at $167
billion.
The backers of that idea. Sens
Johnny Isakson. R-Ga. and Christopher
Dodd. D-Conn. chairman of the
Senate's banking committee, have suggested that their measure be attached
to another pending bill aimed at throwing a lifeline to people hit by the recession, an extension of federal assistance
to the millions in clanger of exhausting
unemployment insurance benefits.

"Claims are not yet low enough to
indicate rising payrolls, but they certainly
suggest that net job cuts will be lower
in October than last month."
• ophedson [ Chief US economist
I'ederal Reserve policymakers
the room to leave interest rates
at a record low near zero since
December in an effort to give
the economy a boost.
ihe absence of price pressures also has been good news
for cash-strapped households,
but it means no cost-of-living
increase next year for the more
than 57 million Americans
receiving Social Security and
other government benefits, the
first time tlist's happened in
over 30 years.
However, President Barack
Obama on Wednesday urged
Congress to provide a one-time
payment of S250 to help senior
citizens cope with the absence
of higher benefit checks next
year. Such a payment would
cost the government about S13
billion.
The stock market fell in
morning trading. The Dow
lones industrial average lost
about 15 points, and broader indexes also slipped. The
decline pushed the Dow to the
10.000 mark that it had topped
Wednesday lor the first time in
a year.
Employers have eliminated
a net total of 7.2 million jobs
since the recession began in
December 2007. sending the
unemployment rate to a 26year high of 9.8 percent.
Despite the improvement,
the more than 500,000 jobless claims remain above the
roughly .125,000 that many
economists say would indicate
the economy is adding jobs.
Many recipients have moved

onto extended benefit programs. Congress has added
BDOUl 53 weeks of emergency
belief its on top of the 26 weeks
typically provided by states.
When extended programs are
included, a total of 8.87 million
people received benefits in the
week ending Sept. 26, the latest
week data is available. That's
down about 40.000 from the
previous week.
Meanwhile, businesses that
received federal contracts
under the Obama administration's S787 billion economic
stimulus are reporting more
than 30,000 jobs saved or created in the first months of the
program.
The
numbers
released
by a government watchdog
Thursday only reflect jobs
linked to federal contracts,
such as construction at military bases or within national
parks. Broader data won't be
available until late this month.
The reports come as consumers are showing some
signs of life. Retail sales fell in
September due to a sharp drop
in auto sales, according to a
government report Wednesday.
But excluding autos, sales
rose 0.5 percent in September.
That was better than analysts
expected and followed a 1 percent gain in August.
Auto sales had been inflated
in August by the government's
Cash for Clunkers program,
which provided $4,500 rebates
to consumers who traded in
older vehicles for newer, more
fuel-efficient models.

Melissa l.emr said.

possibility. The Undergraduate
Student Government supports
this fee, hut they would like to
add a downtown route to the
shuttle service, Benner said. If
put into action, this would cost
another $135,000,
Nothing has been formally
decided yet and there is still
much deliberation on the matter.
"We have steps we have to take
before this becomes a reality,"
Benner said.

But other suggestions were
also made to improve parking
and transportation.
The
parking
committee
considered building a parking
garage, hut a lot of extra security
(nines with that and "we don't
think we can afford to charge
the kind of rates we would need
[to fund the parking garagel."
Benner Said.
Charging students a S20
transportation fee may also lie a

ACROSS
1 Leaders in the dugout: Abbr.
5 Univ hot shot
9 Saran. for one
13 Layered cookie
14 Dainty embroidered mat
15 McKellen and Fleming
16 Breakfast pair
19 Apt to shy, as a horse
20 Like a dark room
21 HBO competitor
22 Japanese sleuth Mr. _
24 Lunch pair
32 Don. as apparel
33 Keep one's _ the ground
34 Miracle-.,.: garden product
35 Bickering
36 When Juliet drinks the potion
37 Former Fed chairman Greenspan
38 Incite to attack, with "on"
39 Rocket engineer Wernher von _
40 Pilot light site
41 Dinner pair

44
45
46
49
54
57
58
59
60
61
62

30 Want badly, as chocolate
31 Sharpens
36 River of Florence
37 Where to see wild
animals in cages
39 Modeler's wood
40 "America's Funniest
Home Videos" host
Bob
22 Former quarterback 42 zodiac bull
Dan
43 Adjusted the pitch of,
23 Being aired, as a
as a piano
sitcom
46 Skilled
24 Muscle cramp, e.g. 47 Armstrong in space
25 Noticeable navel
48 Nerd
26 City near Syracuse 49 __ facto
50 Gratis
Lotion ingredient
51 Start of many a letter
"Gross!"
52 Diner orders, for short
Fancy burger beef
53 Old U.S. gas
Just in case
55 Prefix with natal
Evening ball game snack pair
56 Brylcreem bit
In _ of: replacing
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our coupon menu at
\pisanellos.com

• Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.

vv

Help Wanted

Your Views
Is there a story in the
BGNews that you
want to voice your
opinion on?

Sign up for a
group blog or
community site
today.

Classified
Ads

419-372-6977
The BG News will noi knowingly
ildvrr tiirmrnls thai (liMrrimlruitt-,
age discrimination against any irulivliliMl ot
group on the baslt of race. *ex. color, creed.
religion, nmlonal origin, texual orientation,
disability MUIUS as a veteran, or on the bails
irf any other legally nrottftttl Mains
Ihe BG Nrw» mrrvrt ihe light to dwrlin*.
discontinue or revise any advertisement
Midi .in Ihovr found lo be defamatory, lacking In factual basis, misleading or false In
nature. All adveiiisemenu are sub)eci to
editing and approval

Personals

Conversation partner: senior male
faculty member seeks native Spanish speaker with lots to say for conversation practice Call 372-7898

Wanted
visit us and give us your input 9
Need CASH for your GUITAR.
BANJO. BASS or MANDOLIN
that you don't play anymore?
Contact me at e-mail:
garbon zoguitars@yahoo.com

BGVlews
VILLAGE

APARTMENTS

!BARTENDING! up to S300/day. No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174
STUDENT WORK
$14.25 base-appt. flex hours,
training provided, gain experience in
customer sales/service, all ages 18+,
call 419-740-7299 ASAP!

For Rent

2 bdrm apt low as 499.00,
2 blocks Ir univ, also 1/1/10 - 2 apts.
EH ♦ Rms low as S225
Cartyrentals.com/ 419-353-0325.
All new kltch cabs & tile floors, quiet
2 BR duplex, kitchen/dinette, living
rm S450/mo Call 419-654-5716
Apt. avail, immediately, 1-4 people,
sub-lease to 4<30/l0. near BGSU.
S470/mo, call 419-271-0365.
Now already signing 10-11 sy leases
many more houses and apts avail.
Cartyrentals com 419-353-0325.
www meccabg.com
Mecca Management. Inc
419-353-5800

* IVYWOODAPTM

a Apartments Available *
* Minutes from BGSU *
• Pet friendly community *
* Gas included *
SPECIAL RATES
FOROCTOBERI
Located at:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green
BG1CARD

419-352-6335

JOHN NEWLOVE 1EAL ISIATI, INC.
laquinta
added
that
Cartwright's use of PowerPoint
was a good way to execute the
address and help viewers follow along with "Charting our

Future."
Stacey Rose, a graduate
student, said she agreed with
laquinta's comments and could
relate to Cartwright's address.
"I work in the Wellness
Connection as my graduate
assistantship. and it was nice to
sec the emphasis on health and
wellness because excellence it is
a vital piece of the student experience that isn't always emphasized," Rose said.
Cartwright said that this will be
an exciting time in the University's
history, especially with the launching of one of the most significant

building and remodeling programs on campus.
Construction began on the
Stroh Center and will soon begin
on the Wolfe Center for the Arts.
In addition, new and remodeled
residence halls and dining facilities will be opening in fall 2011
and investments in other academic buildings will soon follow
thanks to capital funds and private donations, she said.
Cartwright said she firmly
believes the University is at a
turning point in its century of
service.
"And quality programs need
quality space," she said. "Our
goal is to help create a long-term
environment that links all of our
academic and support facilities
to better deliver our mission."

One and Two Bedroom Apartments, Duplexes & Houses
Available for immediate occupancy.

Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH
(Across From Taco Bell)
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30-4:00
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